Abstract Binary sentiment classification, or sentiment analysis, is the task of computing the sentiment of a document, i.e. whether it contains broadly positive or negative opinions. The topic is well-studied, and the intuitive approach of using words as classification features is the basis of most techniques documented in the literature. The alternative character n-gram language model has been applied successfully to a range of NLP tasks, but its effectiveness at sentiment classification seems to be under-investigated, and results are mixed. We present an investigation of the application of the character n-gram model to text classification of corpora from online social networks, the first such documented study, where text is known to be rich in so-called unnatural language, also introducing a novel corpus of Facebook photo comments. Despite hoping that the flexibility of the character n-gram approach would be well-suited to unnatural language phenomenon, we find little improvement over the baseline algorithms employing the word n-gram language model.
Introduction
As part of our wider work on developing methods for the selection of important content from a user's social media footprint, we required techniques for sentiment analysis that would be effective for text from online social networks (OSNs). The ngram model of language used by sentiment analysis can be formulated in two ways: either as a sequence of words (or overlapping sequences of n consecutive words), or more rarely, as a set of all overlapping n-character strings, without consideration of individual words.
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Our hypothesis is that the character n-gram model will be intrinsically well-suited to the 'unnatural' language common to OSN corpora, and will achieve higher accuracy in the binary sentiment classification task.
For our study, we gathered 3 corpora: movie reviews, Tweets, and a new corpus of Facebook photo comments. We ran traditional word-based classification alongside character n-gram based classification. The aim was to see whether the character n-gram model offers improved accuracy on OSN corpora, with the movie review corpus serving as a non-OSN control.
Background & Related Work
Text found in social media is rich in 'unnatural' language phenomena, defined as "informal expressions, variations, spelling errors ... irregular proper nouns, emoticons, unknown words" [1] . Existing NLP tools are known to struggle with such language, Ritter et al. have "demonstrated that existing tools for POS tagging, Chunking and Named Entity Recognition perform quite poorly when applied to Tweets" [2, pp. 1532], Brody and Diakopoulos "showed that [lengthening words] is a common phenomenon in Twitter" [3, pp. 569] , presenting a problem for lexicon-based approaches. These investigations both employed some form of inexact word matching to overcome the difficulties of unnatural language, we wondered whether the flexibility of the character n-gram language model would make it more appropriate than the word-based language model for sentiment analysis of OSN text.
The character n-gram model is arguably as old as computer science itself [4] . It has been proven successful for tasks within NLP; such as information extraction [5] , Chinese word segmentation [6] , author attribution [7] , language identification [8] , and other text-classification tasks [9, 10, 11] , and outside it (e.g. compression, cryptography). The word-based model has a number of disadvantages: Peng et al. cite drawbacks of the standard text classification methodology including "language dependence" and "language-specific knowledge", and notes that "In many Asian languages ... identifying words from character sequences is hard" [12, pp. 110] .
Research has found character n-grams to perform better than word n-grams: Peng et al. apply the character n-gram model to a number of NLP tasks, including text genre classification observing "state of the art or better performance in each case". [12, pp. 116] . NLP expert Mike Carpenter, has stated that he favours character ngram models [13] .
There are just a few examples of sentiment analysis employing the character n-gram model: Rybina [14] did binary sentiment classification on a selection of German web corpora, mostly product reviews, and finds that character n-grams consistently outperforms word n-grams by 4% on F1 score. This is an extremely interesting result, and our desire to repeat her findings were a key motivation for this work, but some details are unclear: the classifier that was used is closed-source, and it isn't obvious what method was used to label the data. Nevertheless, such a result demands further explanation. Other studies have more mixed findings; Ye et al. [11] classified travel reviews using both character and word n-gram models with LingPipe, and found that neither was consistently better.
Much work has studied sentiment analysis of OSN corpora, especially Twitter, using the word n-gram model. Go et. al [15] , in the first sentiment analysis study of the micro-blogging platform, achieved accuracy of around 80%. Pak and Paroubek [16] experimented with exclusion of word n-grams; based on saliency and entropy thresholds, but neither the thresholds themselves nor improvement over original accuracy are quoted. At the state of the art, Bespalov et al. [17] overcome the highdimensionality of the word n-gram feature-set using a multi-layer perceptron to map words and n-grams into lower-order vector spaces, while retaining meaning. The approach achieves accuracy of more than 90%.
Sentiment analysis studies of Facebook are comparatively rare, in one such study Kramer computed the positivity of status messages using LIWC 1 [18] to create an index of "Gross National Happiness" [19] . To our knowledge, there have been no documented studies of sentiment analysis applying the character n-gram model to online social network text, and none looking at Facebook photo comments using either language model.
Methods
An emoticon is a sequence of characters with the appearance of a facial expression. For Tweets and Facebook photo comments, we follow the approach of Read [20] of using the presence of emoticons as labels of sentiment (thereby allowing unsupervised machine learning), and them removing them from the text for classification (similarly, the standard approach is to use 'star-ratings' with movie reviews). We distinguish the emoticons from instances where the text resembles something else, such as <3 (a heart). The importance of unnatural language is exemplified by one Facebook photo comment, reading simply: "<3!". A comprehensive list of Western emoticons was compiled from Wikipedia 2 . Around 20,000 Tweets were gathered from the Twitter Search API, using positive and negative emoticons as search terms. With Facebook photo comments, the percentage of comments that contained emoticons was low, (negative emoticons were found in less than 1% of the corpus), so it was necessary to collect a large amount of data. We managed to obtain over 1 million unique Facebook photo comments via the Facebook API.
URLs and Twitter 'mentions' and hashtags were replaced with respective single characters, so their meaning is captured in both word and character n-gram models. Only the documents with exclusively happy {:) :D :-) =) : ) :-D :o) =D} or sad {:( :-( :'( : (} emoticons only were selected, and emoticons were chosen that accurately mean 'happy' and 'sad' -documents with :P ('sticking out tongue') and similar emoticons were excluded, because they tend to be used for jokes and insults -which might confuse the classifiers. Also excluded were 'winks', e.g. ';-)', incase they were used to indicate flirtatious remarks, which again may disrupt classification, for example: "Nice slippers, hon! (Brother's not bad either... ;-) tee hee!) x". Emoticons are replaced with a period, because they seem to be used as end-of-sentence punctuation, indeed they are commonly suffixed directly onto other words, so it is best to search for them as a substring (technically an application of the character-based model). This yielded labelled corpora of 7000 Tweets and 7000 Facebook photo comments, alongside 1386 movie reviews used in previous studies [21] .
For word-based classification, further processing is necessary. Elongated words are squashed to a maximum of 3 repetitions, e.g. '<3<3<3<3<3' becomes '<3<3<3'. Go et al. [15] handle single repeated characters only, shortening to two reptitions. By shortening to three, we preserved the elongated variations as separate features, as word length is known to indicate sentiment strength [3] . We followed the approach of Das and Chen [22] to handle negation (as in "I am not happy") by labelling words in a negative context, yielding a small improvement to classification, consistent with other studies.
For the text classification itself, we used 4 feature-sets: word unigrams, bigrams, and the union of both, and the union of the sets of character n-grams where n ∈ {1, .., 8}. Note that we do not trim low-frequency features, as it is generally discouraged except where necessary for performance. Three standard classifiers were used in our experiment:
• Naive Bayes (based on feature frequency), with 'plus-one' smoothing.
• Maximum Entropy (i.e. 'loglinear discrimitive') of the Stanford Classifier 3 , with default settings (a quadratic prior with σ = 1).
• SVM light classifier 4 [23] , with default settings.
• For character n-grams only, the LingPipe 5 [24] DynamicLMClassifier.
The classification accuracies are shown below in Table 1 .
Conclusions
Our results look a lot like those of Ye et al. [11] , with neither word-nor charactergrams yielding consistently higher accuracy. Therefore, the findings contradict some existing studies: inconsistency with the results of Rybina [14] (a consistent 4% improvement with character n-grams). Her results are hard to explain -language is a slight possibility (her corpus was German).
Looking more closely at our data, we can see that character n-grams consistently beat word unigrams, which is understandable, as 8 characters will often be enough to contain more than one word, and including word bigrams has often given better accuracy than unigrams alone.
Our hypothesis that character n-grams will be intrinsically well-suited to the 'unnatural' language common to OSN corpora was false: there doesn't seem to be a significant performance difference between the OSN and non-OSN corpora, for social network text and unnatural language -but the language of the social web is a pressing challenge for NLP; and as discussed, many of the existing tools struggle with it. The size of our corpus may have been an issue, to reap the full benefits of the character n-gram model more training data might be needed -LingPipe is designed to scale character n-gram data to the order of gigabytes [25] .
Putting the issue of unnatural language aside, proponents of character n-gram models have a point: studies (including this one) have repeatedly shown that the character n-gram can perform as well as simple word n-gram models -whilst being considerably simpler to implement, especially when tokenization is hard, such as in Asian languages. There is no one 'right' way to do tokenization, negation, word squashing, stemming, and precise details are often thought too tedious for publication. Experiments involving word-grams can sometimes be difficult to repeat perfectly for these reasons, and greater use of character n-gram based algorithms would eliminate these inconsistencies between work. Our tendency to automatically adopt the word-based model may suggest some degree of human-centric bias in our research thinking, or perhaps too strong a focus on English and other Western languages, within sentiment analysis research. 
